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Mcdodo CA-1080 USB to USB-C cable with display, 66W, 6A, 1.2m (black)
 Opt for innovative solutions. The 66W USB-A/USB-C cable from Mcdodo is equipped with a display that will provide you with information
about the charging status of the connected device. The length of the cable is 1.2 meters, so you can freely use equipment whose energy
is renewed. The CA-1080 supports various fast charging protocols, and its intensity reaches 6 A. What's more, with its help you can also
transfer files at 480 Mbps.
  
 
Fast power restoration for your devices
 Experience how fast you can charge your devices. The Mcdodo cable supports fast charging protocols, such as Huawei SCP, Samsung
AFC, OPPO VOOC, VIVO and Xiaomi QC2.0, QC3.0 and QC4.0. Its power reaches 66 W and its amperage - up to 6 A.
  
 
Clear display
 You  no  longer  have  to  wonder  what  power  your  device  is  being  charged  with.  The  CA-1080  cable  is  equipped  with  an  easy-to-read
display, thanks to which you will check whether fast charging technology is supported.
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Instant data transfer
 The  Mcdodo  cable  allows  you  to  transfer  data  at  speeds  of  up  to  480  Mbps.  So  it  only  takes  a  few  moments  for  your  files  to  be
transferred to the device of your choice. Forget about the long wait and enjoy lightning fast data transfer.
  
 
Refined design
 The length of the cable is 1.2 meters, so you can maintain freedom of movement while using your smartphone connected to the charge.
What's more, the CA-1080 has a smart chip that automatically adjusts the power to the device being charged. The product is made of
sturdy  materials,  such  as  aluminum alloy  and  nylon.  As  a  result,  it  is  durable  and  will  serve  you  for  a  long  time.  You  will  find  Velcro
included, which will make it easier to store the cable.
  
 
Included:
 USB-A/USB-C cable x1 Velcro x1     Manufacturer Mcdodo  Model CA-1080  Current 6 A (max.)  Power 66 W (max)  Data transmission
speed 480 Mbps  Interface UBS-A/USB-C  Material Aluminum alloy + nylon  Length 1.2 m  Color Black    

Preço:

Antes: € 6.9987

Agora: € 6.49

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, USB cables, USB do USB-C
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